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Championship Regulations 2011 

Introduction  

The Regulations for MMKMC 2011 Championships are enclosed.  

There are a  few minor changes from 2010 rules. 

Under General 2 it is now outlined clearly that you cannot claim organiser/marshal points 

towards a championship unless you also compete in that championship eg: an autotest 

competitor who acts as clerk of the course can  claim points towards the autotest championship, 

but if the person is not competing in that championship their points will go towards the event 

organisers championship instead. 

The Road Rally and Stage Rally championships have been amended so that Navigator and Co- 

Driver points cannot be counted towards any “Driver of the Year” awards. 

The Young Club Driver of the Year age limit has been changed to 18 from 21 as the bulk of the  

competitors in this category are “Junior Autotesters” and under those rules once they hold a 

RTA Licence they cannot compete in that category , so it ties in more sensibly. 

Auto Solo’s are now included in with Tarmac Autotests. 

There are now separate Marshal and Event Official awards. 

General Rule 3 has been amended so that any results for December events must be received 

by 10 January latest so final championships can be declared in preparation for the annual 

awards in February. 

Don’t forget to qualify for awards at the end of the year  competitors must have marshalled  on 

or helped organise at least one MMKMC event during the year. This is to ensure MMKMC 

events run successfully . To re-cap a competitor can claim  points towards a championship  they 

usually compete in by marshalling or organising so they are not penalised by missing the event , 

or you can marshal or organise a completely different type of event that you do not compete in, 

in which case you will score points in either the marshals or event official championships 

accordingly. In either case  you will then be eligible for end of year awards. 

Good luck in 2011 

Andy Jenner 

Championship Secretary 
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